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A WALK ALONG THE FLEETVILLE PROMENADE?
Did you spot the Hatfield Road photograph recently in the Herts
Advertiser? Our friend Andy Lawrence discovered it recently and
purchased it via an online auction. Forget the label The
Promenade – likely to be the commercial photographer’s novel
branding for the location – this is Hatfield Road between Sandfield
and Harlesden roads, as seen from the middle of the road c1912.
None of these buildings is more than ten years old, and the
footpath is even more recent. We can’t say that about the south
side, of course, but then there are no properties fronting onto the
road here. Later, there would shops there too, in front of Fleetville
Junior School. The roads, by then, will also be wider, as seen in
today’s Google Streetview image.

COURTESY ANDY LAWRENCE

to the sixth
newsletter
prepared for Fleetville Diaries. The
complex mix of who’s around and
who is away on holiday is much
simpler this year. With fewer trips
abroad and more visits to places,
coastal or inland, let’s hope we all
enjoy ourselves. For those who
have come to join with family
members and friends in St Albans
we hope you enjoy yourselves too.
Remember, the city exists beyond
the confines of the centre, historic
as it is. There is much to see in the
open spaces to the east and north,
and the paths along the rivers Ver,
Colne and Lea. Enjoy!

WELCOME

The chimney of 1912 is in the
same location as today’s
Morrison’s turret (red circle), and of
course the telephone cables are
now underground. We might think
we can see the recreation ground
to the left of the telegraph pole,
but this is the old field hedge
fenced oﬀ (and with an
advertisement hoarding) shortly
before Benskins turned their
interest to the Rats’ Castle site and
sold the proposed hotel plot to the
Salvation Army, and who then sold
it for the 1930 shops development.
The chimney stacks appear more
prominently in the earlier picture,
and the corner building of Gibbs,
now Oasis, was more pleasing to
look at before the first floor bay
window was removed. AND NO
PARKED CARS!

COURTESY GOOGLE STREETVIEW

FORGET THE TEAM; WHAT ABOUT THE BUILDING?
This photo is local football team Cell Barnes in 1951. We have the names
of the team, but if this was a home match, what might be the building
behind? [of course it might be Away, in which case it could be anywhere!]
A larger version is on http://www.stalbansowneastend.org.uk/galleries-selection/groups-gallery/
COURTESY PETER DENHOLM
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I NAME THIS STREET …
Here’s a thought; an idea you might like to consider. In 1896 Thomas E Smith purchased two fields,
one on each side of Hatfield Road. This is the story many of us are familiar with: the printing works
and the employee village which began here and became Fleetville. We know of the three roads which
Mr Smith had built – Arthur Road (after manager Arthur Hall), Tess Road (from the initials of the
company founder Thomas E Smith), and Royal Road. The latter may have resulted from Victoria’s
Jubilee celebration in 1897, or a little later with the succession to Edward VII in 1901.
That left part of his northern field undeveloped. There is little doubt that competing development
nearby at the same time meant there was no shortage of
housing, and Smith felt no necessity to build on his
remaining land. After his death in 1904, his son too, left
the field, only renting it out to a brick builder to stack
materials for other house builders nearby.
But just suppose …. We might imagine a new road parallel with Smith’s existing streets. If that had
materialised there would, today, be no community centre and no recreation ground. But what might it
have been named? It was, after all, a company road. We only have his other road names to draw on
for clues, and of course the homes supported a printing business. So if you have an idea for a road
name (remembering it would have been c1900) let Mike know your electric light bulb moment!

MGM BRITISH TALK

FUTURE LAID TO REST STORIES

Bob Redman was an impressive speaker, invited to
speak to FD members and friends during last year’s
winter programme. His role that evening was to
engage us in Britain’s Hollywood, also known as
Elstree & Boreham Wood
(or Borehamwood). Not
just a railway station enroute to St Pancras, but
home to a number of film
studios in their time, the
largest of which was
MGM British Studios.
It was also an
opportunity to highlight a
new book published by
Elstree Screen Heritage
and written by Paul
Welsh, telling the
evocative story of MGM
British. For those who are film fanatics, journalism
researchers, and historians, the book reveals how
films make it to the screen (or don’t if funding or
profits fail). More widely we discover how
Borehamwood has basked in the glory of an industry
which is countywide. A disappointment in perusing
the volume: glorious photo subjects were spoiled by
their diminutive scale and by over-exposure. And, in
company with the author’s previous work, Elstree
Confidential, the specific location of studios is not
made clear, which a reference map would resolve.
The book is, nevertheless, a worthy celebration to an
enjoyable evening in the company of Bob Redman.
And we heard it as close as we could get to a former
Fleetville cinema!

A regular topic of conversation among our FD
friends is how stimulated they are following a
Laid to Rest story walk around Hatfield Road
Cemetery.
We currently have four story walks, and one or
two suggestions towards a further walk for later.
All that hinders us from creating it is selecting a
few more former citizens and finding the time to
prepare and research them!
We’ve recently had the oﬀer of help from Maggie
who has carried out family history research, and
as a librarian, has experience in ferreting around
in archives and libraries for useful information.
If we could be joined by another member or
friend (or two) that would make a great little
team.
Most members have joined at least one of the
LTR walks, so if you are enjoying a walk at the
cemetery in the next few weeks and you come
across the grave of someone who had a public
life, do please email and we will add her/him to a
possibility list.
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FEATURE STREET: WOODSTOCK ROAD
We’ve quite a long road to look at this month. We
call it Woodstock Road these days, but it was
originally laid and developed in three parts, none
of them called Woodstock. If we emerged in 1900
from the Home Wood, north of Sandpit Lane – and
25 years before a road of that name was created –
we would have seen the Spencer family’s new
public road between the northern and southern
boundaries of its estate. It was written on the map
as Woodside Road, but by the time the first
houses went up that name was changed to
Woodstock Road. Meanwhile, Thomas Smith had
already made a road in 1899 for his employees
and named it Tess Road, from Hatfield Road to the
Alley. And meanwhile again, developers Henry
COURTESY GOOGLE EARTH
Hansell and Tom Tomlinson created a road in 1903
to link the two for the benefit of homes they built in Eaton and Burnham roads. They named it Princes
Road to commemorate the royal princes of George and Mary.
It took until 1948 for all three roads to receive a common name, more or less, Woodstock Road north
between Sandpit Lane and Brampton Road, with Princes and Tess roads becoming Woodstock Road
south.
There was quite a contrast in housing styles and size of
plots. A map shows the limited extent of development
by 1922, with no homes created between Wickwood
and Jennings Road. The line of plot boundaries to the
right of the road marks a former stream bed, which
residents of Eaton Road are much aware of! Wickwood,
fronting onto Sandpit Lane was already 20 years old
when occupied by Sir Gilbert and Lady Peake c1920,
and because of the size of its grounds the house was
later converted into apartments and the court of flats
added. The photo, opposite, shows the Court looking
from north to south, with Woodstock Road on the right.
As to the name, St Albans has historic connections with
the Dukes of Marlborough, Sarah Jennings and the
Spencer family. The Marlboroughs’ base is Blenheim
Palace, but before then a rather smaller palace called
Woodstock was home. Some of the stonework from
COURTESY GOOGLE EARTH
Woodstock was used at Blenheim.
Below left: 16 Woodstock Road, foreground, built for Mr C E Caesar c1910 and named Homefield.
Below right: view south from Woodstock Road North to the former Princes Road; former Tess Road in
the distance.

COURTESY HALS/ST ALBANS LIBRARIES

COURTESY GOOGLE STREETVIEW
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EXHIBITING WHO WE ARE
From the beginning of FD we have curated an exhibition in most years of our existence. The early
exhibitions were completed just in time for Fleetville Festival time; the presented material no longer
exists, although the source material in the form of captions, detail and images is on computer.
Naturally, we began with This is Fleetville, followed up with Home From Home, Best Days and Made in
Fleetville, although I think the working title was Working in Fleetville, and then Camp. Because we were
short of time one year we used one created for another purpose and
re-presented it as Green East End. To celebrate the number of
photographs which have been loaned or given to FD a selection was
curated as a Shared Photos exhibition.
The first of our Right Up Our Street projects culminated with the
exhibition, Cambridge Road and a
more recent RUOS project was based
on Beaumont Avenue and therefore
had a small exhibition.
Many of the early exhibitions use
captions, descriptions and images
hand-mounted on art board – which
was fine at the time, but we have more
recently stepped up to preparing all
the material in a co-ordinated design
on a series of foam-board panels
printed by Fonteyne Signs, St Albans.
These were the A J Nicholson, and Sander-Moon exhibitions.
Up next, but delayed by you-know-what, is the Ballito Hosiery Mill
exhibition which we hope to have ready for later next year. Something
to look forward to!

BUILDINGS MADE OF “TIN”
This month St Albans & Hertfordshire Architectural & Archaeological Society (SAHAAS or Arc & Arc) will
publish a Fleetville photograph, courtesy of Ian Tonkin, who keenly collects photographs of the city as
it used to be. In this case the photograph is of the ‘tin meth’, the third temporary meeting place of the
Methodist group in our district – fourth if you include the open space halfway along Cavendish Road
before being covered by houses. The church had the use of a shoe factory on the corner of Hatfield
and Cavendish roads (which Butler’s garage had later and is now a group of modern town houses). In
1898 the group created a nissen-style building in Hatfield Road which the Social Club now occupies,
but in a permanent building! Finally, the
congregation purchased an example of a
corrugated iron building commonly called a tin
church, and on their final site, on the corner of
Hatfield and Glenferrie roads. That one lasted fulltime until 1929 and survived another fifty years as a
part-time hall. Rather similar in longevity to the
Community Centre!
COURTESY HATFIELD ROAD METHODIST CHURCH

A CUP OF TEA WHILE WE’RE WAITING
Not saying we’ll always receive a bunch of flowers with it, but we
miss our sociable cup of tea at FD get-togethers, don’t we. So
here’s one to be getting on with; just add the milk.
Ideas and comment for the September issue:
mikeneighbour@mac.com
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